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AUTOMATIC FIRE DETECTION

by

D. Hird and P. Nash

Introductian

It has been estimated that almost half the direct annual. fire losses :in
the United Kingdom and Eire resuJ.t from 200 - 300 large fires per year. ThE'Se
fires generally start when the build:\.ngs are not occupied and iaa a result the
ma,jority of them are well developed when discovered. The task of automatic
fire detectors is to prevent such a situatian arising by giv:lng suf'f'i.cient
warning to enable fires to be fought in their early stages.

What· constitutes sufficient warning will depend largely upan the rate at
which the fire develops, and the avaUability of fire-fighting faciliti.es.
The rate of, 'development. can vary widely in different circumstances, as will be
discussed. While it is likely that antomatic detectian alane will often be
adequate., in certain occupancies the rate of development is likely to be so
rapid that antomatic deteotian wouJ.d be of little use unless accompanied,by
some antanatic means of extinctian such as sprinklers, carbon dioxide flooding
or deluge sYS,tems.

Performance req¢.rements for fire detectors

Because of the diversity of fire risks in build:\.ngs it is dif'fic>.1lt to
establish performance limits for detectors which are intended for gener-al, use,
but an analysis of the time period between the start of a fire and the commence
ment of fire-fighting will give some guidance to the performance requirements.
There are likely to be three de1a;y' periods involved:-

1. Time between the start of the fire and its discove:ry.

2. Time between its discove:ry and the call to the fire brigade.

3. Respanse time of the fire brigade.

If the sum of all these times is greater than the time taken for the fire
to gain a substantial hold, the chance of the fire brigade being able to lim:i.t
the damage in the build:\.ng will be greatly reduced. The antomatic fire
detector is likely to reduce the de1a;y's in both 1. and 2. above, but the
sensitivity of the detector will only affect the time between the start of the
fire and its discovery. There is obviously little informatian an the delay
betwe~)fires starting and their being discovered but a recent analysis of large
firesl l gives informatian an the del~ between discOV'e:ry and call and also
an the response times of fire brigades. These are summarised in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1

Delay f'rom discovery to call

Percentaae in the followinll: time intezvals (M~. \
1 - 2 3 - I. 5 .• 6 7 ":" 8 9 ":" 10 11 - 20 21 - 30 3C

Counties - Nan-rural 41 28 9 3 3 15 1 -
n - Rural 11 14 27 3 11 27 5 2_.

Co. Boroughs 4D 4D 8 2 4- 4- 2 -



Table 2

Delay from call to arrival of fire brigade

Pereerrtaze in the followinll: time intexval.s (Mins. \

1 - 2 3 - 4- 5 - 6 7 - 8 9 - 10 11-20 21-30 30

Counties - Non-rural 22 48 20 4- 2 4 - -
n - Rural - 3 27 5 24- 35 3 3

Co. Boroughs 24- 54 19 2 - - - 1

AJ.th~ these figures are for a relativel¥ small number of fires they
give some :indication of the range of dela;y' periods.

These dela;y' periods must be considered :in relation to the time :in which
the fires became :f'ully developed. Accurate' :information on the rate of
development of fires :in build:lngs can generally anly be obta:lned from experi
mental fires and these ar~ {laturally few, and are almost wholly oonf':Ined to
rooms of dwell:lng houses. \ 2) • Man;y- factors ma;y' affect this rate of develop
ment. In an;y- given type of risk the rate of development of fire in the early
stages ma;y' be materially affected by the degree of ventilation, and the chance
of the souroe of ~tion being near some readily ignitable material. The
experimental fires(2) were started :in such a Wa;y' that their subsequent
development was ensured and because of W.s the rates of temperature rise
dur:lng the first few minutes of the fires are likely to represent the maximum
that would occur :in practice. From the evidence available it is probable
that a fire in a nonnal living room of a house would be fully developed :in
15 - 20 m:lns. if adequate air were available. If the room were l:lned with
combustible material.s the fire could be fully developed dn about 5 m:lns.
While these times are appropriate to the enclosure in which the fire started,
this enclosure ma;y' often represent a larger part of the building, or may be
situated :in such a wa;y' that a fire 1'ulJ.y developed within it ma;y' seriously
hamper perscnal escape and endanger the rest of the build:lng. The minimum
times of development for most buildings ma;y therefore be considered to lie
within this range with the hazardous occupanoies such as department stores and
:fu:m.i.ture warehouses at the lower end and t.he majority of engineering factories,
restaurants, etc. at the upper end. Comparing this range with the delays
:ind:i.cated in Tables 1 and 2, it is possible to gauge the effeotiveness of fire
detectors by considering the percentage of fires which could be reached by the
Fire Brigade before the fire is :f\1lly developed both with and without automatic
detection systems. These results are shown :in Figs.l, 2 and 3 for non-rural
and rural Counties, and County Boroughs. The effect of :increasing the
sensitivity of the detectors is illustrated, the assumptions made :in these
oalculations being outl:ined :in the Appendix. The following broad canolusiCll1S
can be drawn from this analysis:-

(a) In the more hazardous occupancies (fire :f\1lly developed :in less than
10 m:lns.) even if fires could be detected immediately they started,
there would be man;y- :incidents :in which effeotive fire-fight:ing could
not be started before the fire was fully developed. This indioates
that for these occupancies automatio sprinkler installations could
reduce the fire damage whereas automatic fire deteotion alone might
not, although it might give sufficient warning to save life.

(b) There are a large number of buildings where automatio detection of
a fire would enable the Fire Brigade to attend before the fire was
fully developed, and thus to reduce the reaultant fire damage.

(0) The effeotiveness of a fire detection system does not depend an the
sensitivity of the detector alone but must be oansidered in relation
to the type of risk and the. degree of fire cover. ,
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'Factors peining the operating time of detectors

There are three factors which will govern the operating time of a fire
detection system in the event of a fire. The first is the ambient conditions
likeJ;y where the detectors are installed. Thus the maximum likel,y ambient'
temperatures and temperature variations will set the lower limits for heat
sensitive detectors, whilst the greatest smoke density likel,y will govern t1ie
lower limits for smoke detectors. The second is the sensitivity of the
detector, which will depend on such factors as the area and the mass of the
sensitive element of heat sensitive detectors. The third factor affecting
the operating time is the spacing of the detect9~. Experiments with fires
of various sizes \mder flat cei,lings have shownU) that the relaticmship
between the temperature rise (9) near the ceiling, and the radial distance

£rom the fire, r, is of the fom til = A rn,
where A = constant

n = 0.4- - 0.6

Thus 1£. the spacings of any type of heat sensitive detectors are reduced,
they will be subjected to hi~er rates of rise of temperature in the event of
£ire, and their operating times will be reduced.

Of these three factors which govern the operating time, the first, tne
lower limits set by ambient conditions, will obviousl,y vary consideralll,y
particularl,y in buildings where industrial processes are carried on, but will
be common to detectOrs of the same types. The second factor, the sensitivity
of the detectors, has to be dete:nnined by test under conditions representa:tive
of those likel,y to ocour in an aQtl1al fire. For heat-sensitive detectors
these conditions have been shown(4-) to be an increasing air temperature and .

. velocity. .

It has been shown that a suitable method of test for sensitivity would be
to subject the deteotors to an inoreasing air temperature at a chosen oonstant
velooity, and an apparatus has been designed for this purpose.

The third factor, the spacing of the deteotors, is closely related to
their sensitivity and might well be used as a basis for grading detectors.

The grading of heat sensitive detectors

There are at least two ways in which detectors could be graded after their
sensitivity had been dete:nnined.

1. The spacing of all heat sensitive detectors could be the same and
differences in operating time on the sensitivity test would be
reflected in corresponding differences in operating time in the
event of fire.

2. The spacing of detectors could be related to their operating time
under given conditions. For this some standard of protection must
be established. One possibility is to take the automatic sprinkler

. as a standard and deduce the spaoing of detectors so that they will
operate under given fire conditions in some chosen fraction of the
time taken by sprinklers at 10 ft. spacing. This is the method
adopted by the National Board of Fire UndeIWrlters. These
'equivalent spacings' can be deduced f'rom the curves of operating
times versus rate of rise of temperature, which can be obtained on
the sensitivity test, and the relationship between temperature
(til) and distance (r) £rom a £ire \mder a flat celling.

9 = A ri.
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Other f'actors in the testing of' f'ire deteotors

Fire deteotors are required to be oapable of' operation after long periods
of' installation, sometimes with little or no regular inSpeoticm and maintenanoe,
and of'ten, in industrial premises, in oorrosive or dust-laden atmospheres.

The corrosive ocmditions oocurri.ng in industrial premises are known to
vary widely, and their et't'ects on the materials and proteotive treatments used
f'or deteotors ma;y also be expeoted to vary. It is possible to get a good general
indioaticm of the corrosicm-resistanoe of the various deteotors and to indioate
any weak points of' design or proteoticm, by using a test desoribed in Part 3
of' British Standard 1391 : 1952. In this test, which was developed by the
Chemioal Research Laboratory, the speoimen is subjected to a humid atmosphere
of' sulphur dioxide, at a temperature of' 45 degrees Centigrade f'or an agreed
test period.

The possible effeots of' atmospheres laden with dust or oily fluff ma;y
often be deduced by an inspection of' the design of' the detector. Small
olearanoes between moving parts, and the use of' open oontacts tend to reduoe
the chanoes of' operation, after a period of' installation. While these points
should be oonsidered at the design stage, it is thought that the only satis
f'actory wa;y of' ensuring operation is by regular inspeotion and maintenanoe.

The et't'ects of' vibraticm an fire detectors ma;y be to produce f'alse alenns,
or mechanical f'ailure by f'atigue. An analysis has been made of' typical
vibrations in buildingsl5), and it has been shown that vibrations likely to
occur lie in the amplitude range 0 - 0.01 in. and in the frequency range
o - 50 cycles per second.

Conclusions

It is concluded that an automatic fire deteotion system can give a
valuable saving of time in calling the Fire Brigade to a fire, as oompared
with personal deteotion and warning. This saving does not depend cmly upon
the sensitivity of' the system, but also upon the type of' risk involved, and
the degree of' fire cover.
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APPENDIX

The effect of antomatic fire detectors on the percentage of fires
which can be reached by Fire Brigades before the fire is~
developed, for different rates of development of fire.

From the infonnation available it is not possible to associate a given
rate of rise of temperature in the ear~ stages of a fire with the subsequeo.t
rate of development of the fire. Initial rates of rise of temperature betweeo.
SOC/min. and BOOC/min. have been recorded in experimental fires and in this
analYsis it has been assumed that all fires give the same initial rate of rise
of temperature of 30OC/min. at 10 ft from the fire. A number of proprietary
detectors have been tested by the Joint Fire Research Organization and the
most sensitive and the least sensitive of these indicate the range of
sensitivity lik~. With a rate of rise of temperature of 3OOC/min. these
detectors operated in lt min. and 4- min. respectively. The ideal fire alann
is c.onsidered to have zero operating time. If it is assumed that the
detectors are connected direct~ to a Fire Station and there is thus no del~

betweeo. discovery and call, the percentage of fires which can be reached
before the fire becomes~ developed, with different fire detectors, can
be calculated from Table 2. and the operating times given above. To obtain
some estimate of the percentages with· no fire detection system, two additional
curves have been included in Figs. 1 - 3. In one, the dela;r between the start
of the fire and its discovery is assumed to be the same as the operating time
of the least sensitive detector and in the other a dela;r of 10 mins. has been
assvmed. Each of these curves also includes the dela;r from discovery to call
given in Table 1. .
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FIG.3. EFFICIENCY OF AUTOMATIC FIRE DETECTORS - COUNTY BOROUGHS
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